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Abstract. Since the inception of Bitcoin, a plethora of distributed ledgers differing in design and purpose has been created. While by design,
blockchains provide no means to securely communicate with external systems, numerous attempts towards trustless cross-chain communication
have been proposed over the years. Today, cross-chain communication
(CCC) plays a fundamental role in cryptocurrency exchanges, scalability efforts via sharding, extension of existing systems through sidechains,
and bootstrapping of new blockchains. Unfortunately, existing proposals are designed ad-hoc for specific use-cases, making it hard to gain
confidence in their correctness and composability.
We provide the first systematic exposition of cross-chain communication
protocols. We formalize the underlying research problem and show that
CCC is impossible without a trusted third party, contrary to common
beliefs in the blockchain community. With this result in mind, we develop
a framework to design new and evaluate existing CCC protocols, focusing
on the inherent trust assumptions thereof, and derive a classification
covering the field of cross-chain communication to date. We conclude
by discussing open challenges for CCC research and the implications of
interoperability on the security and privacy of blockchains.

1

Introduction

Since the introduction of Bitcoin [152] as the first decentralized ledger currency
in 2008, the topic of blockchains (or distributed ledgers) has evolved into a wellstudied field both in industry and academia. Nevertheless, developments are still
largely driven by community effort, resulting in a plethora of blockchain-based
digital currencies being created. Taking into account the heterogeneous nature of
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these systems in terms of design and purpose, it is unlikely there shall emerge a
“coin to rule them all”, yielding interoperability an important research problem.
Today, cross-chain communication is found not only in research on cryptocurrency transfers and exchanges [20, 19, 108, 107, 187], but is a critical component
of scalabilty solutions such as sharding [129, 34, 185, 33, 36], feature extensions
via sidechains [47, 125, 97, 136], as well as bootstrapping of new systems [116,
169, 118]. In practice, over $1bn worth of Bitcoin has been moved to other
blockchains [27], and numerous competing interoperability projects, attempting to unite independent systems, have been deployed to practice [176, 180, 133,
167, 110, 178, 21], creating a multi-million dollar industry.
However, in spite of the vast number of use cases and solution attempts,
the underlying problem of cross-chain communication has neither been clearly
defined, nor have the associated challenges been studied or related to existing
research. Early attempts to overview this field offer iterative summaries of mostly
community-lead efforts [68, 165, 113], or focus on a subset of this space, such
as atomic swaps [52, 150], and support our study. Belchior et al. [48] provide
another, more recent, iterative overview of cross-chain projects, yet without clear
taxonomy or classification.
This work. This Systematization of Knowledge (SoK) offers a comprehensive
guide for designing protocols bridging the numerous distributed ledgers available
today, aiming to facilitate clearer communication between academia, community,
and industry. The contributions of this work are thereby twofold:
– We formalize the underlying problem of Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC) (Section 2), relating CCC to existing research and outlining a generic
CCC protocol encompassing existing solutions. We then relate CCC to the Fair
Exchange problem and show that contrary to common beliefs in the blockchain
community, CCC is impossible without a trusted third party (Section 3).
– With the impossibility result in mind, we present a framework to design
new and evaluate existing CCC protocols, focusing on the inherent trust assumptions thereof (Sections 4). We apply this framework to classify the field
of CCC protocols to date (Section 5), highlighting similarities and key differences. Finally, we outline general observations on current developments, provide
an outlook on the challenges of CCC research, and discuss the implications of
interoperability on the security and privacy of blockchains (Section 6).

2

The Cross-Chain Communication Problem

In this section, we relate cross-chain communication to existing research, introduce the model for interconnected distributed ledgers, provide a formal definition
of the Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC) problem, and sketch the main
phases of a generic CCC protocol.
2.1

Historical Background: Distributed Databases

The need for communication among distributed processes is fundamental to any
distributed computing algorithm. In databases, to ensure the atomicity of a dis-
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tributed transaction, an agreement problem must be solved among the set of
participating processes. Referred to as the Atomic Commit problem (AC) [56],
it requires the processes to agree on a common outcome for the transaction: commit or abort. If there is a strong requirement that every correct process should
eventually reach an outcome despite the failure of other processes, the problem
is called Non-Blocking Atomic Commit (NB-AC) [46]. Solving this problem enables correct processes to relinquish locks without waiting for crashed processes
to recover. As such, we can relate the core ideas of communication across distributed ledgers to NB-AC. The key difference hereby lies within the security
model of the interconnected systems. While in classic distributed databases all
processes are expected to adhere to protocol rules and, in the worst case, may
crash, distributed ledgers, where consensus is maintained by a committee, must
also consider and handle Byzantine failures.
2.2

Distributed Ledger Model

We use the terms blockchain and distributed ledger as synonyms and introduce
some notation, based on [97] with minor alterations.
Ledgers and State Evolution. When speaking of CCC, we consider the interaction between two distributed systems X and Y , which can have distinct
consensus participants and may employ different agreement protocols. Thereby,
it is assumed the majority1 of consensus participants in both X and Y are honest,
namely, that they follow the designated protocol. The data structures underlying X and Y are blockchains (or chains), i.e., append-only sequences of blocks,
where each block contains a reference to its predecessor(s). We denote a ledger
as L (Lx and Ly respectively) and define its state as the dynamically evolving
sequence of included transactions htx1 , ..., txn i. We assume that the evolution
of the ledger state progresses in discrete rounds indexed by natural numbers
r ∈ N. At each round r, a new set of transactions (included in a newly generated
block) is written to the ledger L. We use LP [r] to denote the state of ledger L
at round r, i.e., after applying all transactions written to the ledger since round
r − 1, according to the view of some party P . A transaction can be written to L
only if it is consistent with the system’s consensus rules, given the current ledger
state LP [r]. This consistency is left for the particular system to define, and we
describe it as a free predicate valid(·) and we write valid(tx, LP
x [r]) to denote
that tx is valid under the consensus rules of Lx at round r according to the view
of party P . To denote that a transaction tx has been included in / successfully
written to a ledger L as position r we write tx ∈ LP [r]. While the ordering of
transactions in a block is crucial for their validity, for simplicity, we omit the
position of transactions in blocks and assume correct ordering implicitly.
Notion of Time. The state evolution of two distinct ledgers Lx and Ly may
progress at different time intervals: In the time that Lx progresses one round, Ly
may, for example, progress forty rounds (e.g., as in the case of Bitcoin [152] and
1

In case of Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake blockchains, the majority pertains to
computational power [152] or stake [123] respectively.
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Ethereum [67]). To correctly capture the ordering of transactions across Lx and
Ly , we define a clock function τ which maps a given round on any ledger to the
time on a global, synchronized clock τ : r → t. We assume that the two chains
are nevertheless synchronized and that there is no clock drift between them. We
use this conversion implicitly in the rest of this paper. For conciseness, we will
use the notation LP [t] to mean the ledger state in the view of party P at the
round r = τ −1 (t) which corresponds to time t, namely LP [τ −1 (t)].
Persistence and Liveness. Each participant P adopts and maintains a local
ledger state LP [t] at time t, i.e., her current view of the ledger. The views of two
distinct participants P and Q on the same ledger L may differ at time t (e.g., due
to network delay): LP [t] 6= LQ [t]. However, eventually, all honest parties in the
ledger will have the same view. This is captured by the persistence and liveness
properties of distributed ledgers [93]:
Definition 1 (Persistence). Consider two honest parties P, Q of a ledger L
and a persistence (or “depth”) parameter k ∈ N. If a transaction tx appears in
the ledger of party P at time t, then it will eventually appear in the ledger of
party Q at a time t0 > t (“stable” transaction). Concretely, for all honest parties
P and Q, we have that ∀t ∈ N : ∀t0 ≥ t + k : LP [t] 4 LQ [t0 ], where LP [t] 4 LQ [t0 ]
denotes that LP at time t is a (not necessarily proper) prefix of LQ [t0 ] at time t0 .
As parties will eventually come to agreement about the blocks in their ledgers,
we use the notation L[t] to refer to the ledger state at time t shared by all parties;
similarly, we use the notation L[r] for the shared view of all parties at round r.
This notation is valid when t is at least k time units in the past.
Definition 2 (Liveness). Consider an honest party P of a ledger L and a
liveness delay parameter u. If P attempts to write a transaction tx to its ledger
at time t ∈ N, then tx will appear in its ledger at time t0 , i.e., ∃t0 ∈ N : t0 ≥
t ∧ tx ∈ LP [t0 ]. The interval t0 − t is upper bound by u.
Transaction Model. A transaction tx, when included, alters the state of a
ledger L by defining operations to be executed and agreed upon by consensus
participants P1 , ..., Pn . The expressiveness of operations is thereby left for the
particular system to define, and can range from simple payments to execution of
complex programs [181]. For generality, we do not differentiate between specifics
transactions models (e.g. UTXO [152] or account-based models [181]).
2.3

Cross-Chain Communication System Model

Consider two independent distributed systems X and Y with underlying ledgers
Lx and Ly , as defined in Section 2.2. We assume a closed system model as in [135]
with a process P running on X and a process Q running on Y . A process can
influence the state evolution of the underlying system by (i) writing a transaction
tx to the underlying ledger L (commit), or (ii) by stopping to interact with the
system (abort). We assume that P possesses transaction txP , which can be
written to Lx , and Q possesses txQ , which can be written to Ly . A function
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desc maps a transaction to some “description” which can be compared to an
expected description value, e.g., specifying the transaction value and recipient
(the description differs from the transaction itself in that it may not, for example,
contain any signature). P possesses a description dQ which characterizes the
transaction txQ , while Q possesses dP which characterizes txP . Informally, P
wants txQ to be written to Ly and Q wants txP to be written to Lx . Thereby,
dP = desc(txP ) implies txP is valid in X (at time of CCC execution), as it
cannot be written to Lx otherwise (analogous for dQ ).
For the network, we assume no bounds on message delay or deviations between local clocks, unless the individual blockchain protocols require this. We
treat failure to communicate as adversarial behavior. We note that, in the anonymous blockchain setting, more synchrony requirements are imposed than in the
byzantine setting. Our construction does not impose any additional synchrony
requirements than the individual ledger protocols. Hence, if P or Q become malicious, we indicate this using boolean “error variables” [95] mP and mQ . We
assume P and Q know each other’s identity and no (trusted) third party is
involved in the communication between the two processes.
2.4

Formalization of Correct Cross-Chain Communication

The goal of cross-chain communication can be described as the synchronization
of processes P and Q such that Q writes txQ to Ly if and only if P has written
txP to Lx . Thereby, it must hold that desc(txP ) = dQ ∧ desc(txQ ) = dP . The
intuition is that txP and txQ are two transactions which must either both, or
neither, be included in Lx and Ly , respectively. For example, they can constitute
an exchange of assets which must be completed atomically.
To this end, P must convince Q that it created a transaction txP which was
included in Lx . Specifically, process Q must verify that at given time t the ledger
state Lx [t] contains txP . A cross-chain communication protocol which achieves
this goal, i.e., is correct, must hence exhibit the following properties:
Definition 3 (Effectiveness). If both P and Q behave correctly and txP and
txQ match the expected descriptions (and are valid), then txP will be included
in Lx and txQ will be included in Ly . If either of the transactions are not as
expected, then both parties abort.
(desc(txP ) = dQ ∧ desc(txQ ) = dP ∧ mP = mQ = ⊥ =⇒ txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly )
∧ (desc(txP ) 6= dQ ∨ desc(txQ ) 6= dP =⇒ txP ∈
/ Lx ∧ txQ ∈
/ Ly )
Definition 4 (Atomicity). There are no outcomes in which P writes txP to
Lx at time t but Q does not write txQ before t0 , or Q writes txQ to Ly at t0 but
P did not write txP to Lx before t.
¬((txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈
/ Ly ) ∨ (txP ∈
/ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly ))
Definition 5 (Timeliness). Eventually, a process P that behaves correctly will
write a valid transaction txP , to its ledger L.
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From Persistence and Liveness of L, it follows that eventually P writes txP to
Lx and Q becomes aware of and verifies txP .
Definition 6 (Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC)). Consider
two systems X and Y with ledgers Lx and Ly , each of which has Persistence and
Liveness. Consider two processes, P on X and Q on Y , with to-be-synchronized
transactions txP and txQ . Then a correct cross-chain communication protocol is a protocol which achieves txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly and has Effectiveness,
Atomicity, and Timeliness.
Summarizing, Effectiveness and Atomicity are safety properties. Effectiveness
determines the outcome if transactions are not as expected or both transaction
match descriptions and both processes are behaving correctly. Atomicity globally
restricts the outcome to exclude behaviors which place a disadvantage on either
process. Timeliness guarantees eventual termination of the protocol, i.e., is a
liveness property.
2.5

The Generic CCC Protocol

We now describe the main phases of a Generic CCC Protocol, which can represent the transfer of good, assets or objects, between any two blockchain-based
distributed systems X and Y . A visual representation is provided in Figure 1.
1) Setup. A CCC protocol is parameterized by the involved distributed systems
X and Y and the corresponding ledgers Lx and Ly , the involved parties P and
Q, the transactions txP and txQ as well as their descriptions dP and dQ . The
latter ensure the validity of txP and txQ and determine the application-level
specification of a CCC protocol. For example, in the case of an exchange of digital
assets, dP and dQ define the asset types, transferred value, time constraints and
any additional conditions agreed by parties P and Q. Typically, the setup occurs
out-of-band between the involved parties and we hence omit this step hereby.
2) (Pre-)Commit on X. Upon successful setup, a publicly verifiable commitment to execute the CCC protocol is published on X: P writes2 transaction txP
to its local ledger LP
X at time t in round r. Due to Persistence and Liveness of Lx ,
all honest parties of X will report txP as stable (txP ∈ Lx ) in round r +ux +kx .
3) Verify. The correctness of the commitment on X by P is verified by Q
checking (or receiving a proof from P ) that (i) dP = desc(txP ) and (ii) txP ∈ Lx
hold. From Persistence and Liveness of X we know the latter check will succeed
at time t0 which corresponds to round r + ux + kx on X, if P executed correctly.
4a) Commit on Y . Upon successful verification, a publicly verifiable commitment is published on Y : Q writes transaction txQ to its local ledger LQ
Y at time
t0 in round r0 on Y . Due to Persistence and Liveness of Ly , all honest parties of
Y will report txQ as stable (txQ ∈ Ly ) in round r0 + uy + ky , where uy is the
liveness delay and ky is the “depth” parameter of Y .
2

In off-chain protocols [102], the commitment can be done by exchanging pre-signed
transactions or channel states, which will be written to the ledger at a later point.
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Fig. 1: CCC between X and Y . Process Q writes txQ only if P has written txP .
We set exemplary persistence delays for X and Y as kX = 4 and kY = 3, and
liveness delays as ux = uy = 0. We omit the optional the abort phase.

4b) Abort. If the verification fails and / or Q fails to execute the commitment
on Y , a CCC protocol can exhibit an abort step on X, i.e., “reverting” the
modifications txP made to the state of Lx . As blockchains are append-only data
structures, reverting requires broadcasting an additional transaction txP 0 which
resets X to the state before the commitment of txP .
It is worth noting that some CCC protocols, specifically those facilitating
exchange of assets, follow a two-phase commit design. In this case, steps 2 and
4a are executed in parallel, followed by the verification and (optional) abort
steps on both X and Y . A further observation is that a CCC protocol necessarily
requires a conditional state transition to occur on Y , given a state transition
on X. As such, we do not consider (oracle) protocols which merely relay data
across distributed ledgers [175, 62, 65, 5, 68], as CCC protocols by themselves.

3

Impossibility of CCC without a Trusted Third Party

In this section we show that, in the asynchronous setting, CCC is impossible
without a trusted third party by reducing it to the Fair Exchange problem [38,
155].
Fair Exchange. On a high level, an exchange between two (or more) parties
is considered fair if either both parties receive the item they expect, or neither
do [40]. Fair exchange can be considered a sub-problem of fair secure computation [54], and is known to be impossible without a trusted third party [155, 182,
87, 86]. We recall the definition of Fair Exchange in Appendix A.
3.1

What is a Trusted Third Party?

Numerous recent works use a single distributed ledger such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum to construct (optimistic) fair exchange protocols [54, 37, 131, 124, 84,
128]. They leverage smart contracts (i.e., programs or scripts), the result of which
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is agreed upon and enforced by consensus participants, to ensure the correctness of the exchange. These protocols thus use the consensus of the distributed
ledgers as an abstraction for a trusted third party. If the majority of consensus
participants are honest, correct behavior of processes/participants of the fair
exchange is enforced – typically, the correct release of aQ to P if Q received aP .
A CCC protocol aims to achieve synchronization between two such distributed
ledgers, both of which are inherently trusted to operate correctly. As we show
below, a (possibly additional) TTP can be used to (i) confirm to the consensus
participants of Y that txP was included in Lx , who in turn enforce the inclusion
of txQ in Ly ; or (ii) directly enforce correct behavior of Q, such that txQ ∈ Ly .
Similar to the abstraction of TTPs used in fair exchange protocols, in CCC
it does not matter how exactly the TTP is implemented, as long as it enforces
correct behavior of the participants. Strictly speaking, from the perspective of
CCC there is little difference between a TTP consisting of a single individual and
a committee where N out of M members must agree to take action (even though
a committee is, without question, more resilient against failures) – contrary to
the common assumptions made by the blockchain community.
3.2

Relating CCC to Fair Exchange.

We proceed to show that Correct Cross-Chain Communication is impossible
in the asynchronous setting without a trusted third party (TTP), under the
deterministic system model of distributed ledgers, by reducing CCC to Fair Exchange [40, 38, 155]. We recall, a fair exchange protocol must fulfill three properties: Effectiveness, (Strong) Fairness and Timeliness [155, 38] (cf. Appendix A).
Lemma 1. Let M be a system model. Let C be a protocol which solves CCC in
M . Then there exists a protocol S which solves Fair Exchange in M .
Proof (sketch). Consider that the two processes P and Q are parties in a fair
exchange. Specifically, P owns an item (or asset) aP and wishes to exchange it
against an item (or asset) aQ owned by Q. Assume txP assigns ownership of aP
to Q and txQ transfers ownership of aQ to P (specified in the “descriptions”
dP of txP and dQ of txQ ). Then, txP must be included in Lx and txQ must
be included in Ly to correctly execute the exchange. In other words, if txQ ∈ Ly
and txP ∈ Lx , then P receives desired aQ and Q receives desired aP , i.e., P and
Q fairly exchange aP and aQ .
We observe the definition of Timeliness in CCC is equivalent to the definition
of Timeliness in fair exchange protocols, as defined in [155]. Effectiveness in fair
exchange states that if P and Q behave correctly and do not want to abandon
the exchange (i.e., mP = mQ = ⊥), and items aP and aQ are as expected by Q
and P , then at the end of the protocol, P will own the desired aQ and Q will own
the desired aP [155]. It is easy to see Effectiveness in CCC achieves exactly this
property: if P and Q behave correctly and desc(txP ) = dP and desc(txQ ) = dQ ,
i.e., txP transfers aP to Q and txQ transfers aQ to P , then P will write txP
to Ly at time t and Q will write txQ to Lx before time t0 . From Persistence and
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Liveness of Lx and Ly we know both transactions will eventually be written to
the local ledgers of P and Q, consequently all other honest participants of X will
report txP ∈ LX and honest participants of Y will report txQ ∈ LY . From our
model we know that honest participants constitute majorities in both X and Y .
Hence, P will receive aQ and Q will receive aP .
Strong Fairness in fair exchange states that there is no outcome of the protocol, where P receives aQ but Q does not receive aP , or, vice-versa, Q receives
aP but P does not receive aQ [155]. In our setting, such an outcome is only
possible if txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈
/ Ly or txP ∈
/ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly , which contradicts the
Atomicity property of CCC.
We construct a protocol for Fair Exchange using CCC in Appendix B. It is
now left to show that CCC is defined under the same model as Fair Exchange.
The distributed ledger model [93] used in CCC assumes the same asynchronous
(explicitly) and deterministic (implicitly) system model (cf. Section 2.3) as [155,
90]. Since P and Q by definition can stop participating in the CCC protocol at
any time, CCC exhibits the same crash failure model as Fair Exchange [39, 155]
(and in turn Consensus [90]). Hence, we conclude:
Theorem 1. There exists no asynchronous CCC protocol tolerant against misbehaving nodes without a trusted third party.
Proof. Assume there exists an asynchronous protocol C which solves CCC. Then,
due to Lemma 1 there exists a protocol which solves strong fair exchange. As
this is a contradiction, there cannot exist such a protocol C.
Our result currently holds for the closed model, as in [155, 90]. In the open model,
P and Q can be forced to make a decision by the system (or environment), i.e.,
transactions can be written on their behalf if they crash [129]. In the case of
CCC, this means that distributed system Y , or more precisely, the consensus of
Y , can write txQ to Ly on behalf of Q (if P wrote txP to Lx ). We observe
that the consensus of Y becomes the TTP in this scenario: both P and Q must
agree that the consensus of Y enforce correct execution of CCC. In practice, this
can be achieved by leveraging smart contracts, similar to blockchain-based fair
exchange protocols, e.g. [84]. As such, we can construct a smart contract, the
execution of which is enforced by consensus of Y , that will write txQ to Ly if P
includes txP in Lx , i.e., Q is allowed to crash.
However, it remains the question how the consensus participants of Y become
aware that txP ∈ Lx . In practice, a smart contract, can only perform actions
based on some input. As such, before writing txQ the contract / consensus of Y
must observe and verify that txP was included in Lx . A protocol achieving CCC
must hence make one of the following assumptions. Either, there exists a TTP
that will ensure correct execution of CCC; or the protocol assumes P , or Q, or
some other honest, online party (this can again be consensus of Y ) will always
deliver a proof for txP ∈ Lx to Y within a known, upper bounded delay, i.e.,
the protocol introduces some form of synchrony assumption. As argued in [155],
we observe that introducing a TTP and relying on a synchrony assumption are
equivalent:
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Remark 1. When designing a CCC protocol, a choice must be made between
introducing a trusted third party, or, equivalently, assuming some synchrony on
the network.
The intuition behind this result is as follows. If we assume that process P does
not crash and hence submits the necessary proof to the smart contract on Y ,
and that this message is delivered to the smart contract within a know upper
bound, then we can be sure that CCC will occur correctly. Thereby, P intuitively
represents its own trusted third party. However, if we cannot make assumptions
on when the message will be delivered to the smart contract, as is the case
in the asynchronous model, a trusted third party is necessary to determine the
outcome of the CCC: the TTP observes txP ∈ Lx and informs the smart contract
or directly enforces the inclusion of txQ in Ly . This illustrates how a TTP
can be leveraged to enforce synchrony, i.e., timely delivery of messages, in CCC
protocols. While the two models yield equivalent results, the choice between
a TTP and network synchrony impacts the implementation details of a CCC
protocol.
3.3

Incentives and Rational CCC

Several workarounds to the fair exchange problem, including gradual release
mechanisms, optimistic models, and partially fair secure computation [40, 71,
132, 54], have been suggested in the literature. These workarounds suffer, among
others, from a common drawback: they require some form of trusted party that
does not collude with the adversary. Further, in case of a adversary-caused abort,
honest parties must spend extra efforts to restore fairness, e.g., in the optimistic
model the trusted server must be contacted each time fairness is breached.
First suggested in the context of rational exchange protocols [171], the economic dimension of blockchains enabled a shift in this paradigm: Rather than
forcing an honest user to invest time and money to achieve fairness, the malicious user is economically punished when breaching fairness and the victim is
reimbursed. This has paved the way to design economically trustless CCC protocols that follow a game theoretic model under the assumption that actors
behave rationally [187]. We remark that malicious/altruistic actors can nevertheless breach CCC properties: even if there is no economic damage to parties P
or Q, the correct execution of the communication protocol itself still fails.

4

The CCC Design Framework

With the impossibility result 3 and CCC model (Section 2.2) in mind, we now
introduce a new framework for creating and evaluating CCC protocols. A generic
CCC protocol consists of three main phases: commit (on X), verify (and commit
on Y ), and an optional abort. The main challenge of designing a CCC protocol
is hence to determine the necessary trust model for each phase, from one of the
following: (i) relying outright on a TTP, (ii) relying on an explicit synchrony
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assumption, or (iii) a hybrid approach, where a TTP is only involved if synchrony is breached. The framework introduced below is structured as follows:
for each CCC phase (subsection), we systematize the three possible trust models (TTP, synchrony, hybrid), outlining possible implementations and reasoning
about practical consideration. This enables systematic evaluation of existing protocols and, at the same time, acts as a step-by-step guide for creating new CCC
schemes.
4.1

(Pre-)Commit Phase

The commit phase(s) of a CCC protocol typically involves the locking and unlocking of assets on chains X and Y , determined by the outcome of the protocol.
Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators) A coordinator is a TTP
that is tasked with ensuring correct execution of a CCC protocol. We classify
coordinator implementations attending to two criteria: custody of assets and involvement in blockchain consensus. A coordinator (committee) can thereby be
static (pre-defined) or dynamic (any user can join). And, finally, a CCC protocol can utilize collateral to incentivize correct behavior. We first introduce the
classification criteria and then detail possible implementations of coordinators.
– Custody of Assets. Custody determines with whom the control over assets of (honest) participants resides. We differentiate between custodians and
escrows. Custodians receive unconditional control over the participant’s funds
and are thus trusted to release them as instructed by the protocol rules. Escrows
receive control over the participant’s funds conditional to certain prearranged
constraints being fulfilled. Contrary to custodians, escrows can fail to take action,
e.g. freeze assets, but cannot commit theft.
– Involvement in Consensus. Coordinators can optionally also take part in
the blockchain consensus protocol. Consensus-level coordinators refer to TTPs
that are additionally consensus participants in the underlying chain. This is the
case, for example, if the commit step is performed on chain X and enforced
directly by the consensus participants of X, e.g. through a smart contract or
directly a multi-/threshold signature. External coordinators, on the other hand,
refer to TTPs which are not represented by the consensus participants of the
underlying blockchain. This is the case if (i) the coordinators are external to the
chain X, e.g, the consensus participants of chain Y or other parties, or (ii) less
than the majority of consensus participants of chain X are involved.
– Election. An important distinction to make is between static, i.e., unchanged over time (usually permissioned), and dynamic coordinator sets. A
dynamic coordinator can be chosen by CCC participants for each individual execution, or can be sampled by a pre-defined mechanism, as e.g. studied in [78, 126,
127, 156] for Proof-of-Work and in [148, 123, 77, 55] for Proof-of-Stake blockchains.
We consider CCC protocols where any user can become a coordinator as unrestricted, while protocols that require coordinators to be approved by some third
party are referred to as restricted.
– Incentives and Collateralization. Instead of following a prohibitive approach, i.e., technically preventing or limiting coordinators from deviating from
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protocol rules, a CCC protocol can follow a punishable approach. That is, ensure
misbehavior can be proven and penalized retrospectively. In the latter case, a
coordinator will typically be required to lock collateral that can be slashed and
allocated to (financially) damaged CCC participants.
Coordinator Implementations. We now detail the different coordinator types according to the aforementioned criteria and how they are implemented in practice.
– External Custodians (Committees). Instead of relying on the availability
and honest behavior of a single external coordinator, trust assumptions can be
distributed among a set of N committee members. Decisions require the acknowledgment (e.g. digital signature) of at least M ≤ N members, whereby consensus
can be achieved via Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) agreement protocols such as
PBFT [72, 126]. External custodians can be both static or dynamic, and collateralization can be added on involved blockchains to incentivize honest behavior.
– Consensus-level Custodians (Consensus Committee) are identical to external custodians, except that they are also responsible for agreeing on the state of
the underlying ledger. This model is typically used in blockchain sharding [129,
34], where the blockchain X on which the commit step is executed runs a BFT
consensus protocol, i.e., there already exists a static committee of consensus participants that much be trusted for correctness of CCC (Persistence and Liveness
of X). Collateralization of Consensus Custodians is best handled on another
blockchain, i.e., where the coordinators have no influence on consensus.
– External Escrows (Multisignature Contracts). External Escrows are a special case of External Custodians, where the coordinator is transformed from
Custodian to Escrow by means of a multisignature contract. Multisignature contracts require signatures of a subset (or majority) of committee members and
the participant P (e.g., the asset owner), i.e., P + M, M ≤ N . The committee
can thus only execute actions pre-authorized by the participant: it can at most
freeze assets, but not commit theft.
Model 2: Synchrony Assumptions (Lock Contracts) An alternative to
coordinators consists in relying on synchronous communication between participants and leveraging locking mechanisms which harvest security from cryptographic hardness assumptions. Such protocols are often referred to as noncustodial, as they avoid transferring custody over assets to a TTP – failures, in
the worst case, result in a permanent lockup of funds without explicit (financial) benefits to a third party. We differentiate between symmetric contracts,
where identical locks are created on both chains and released atomically, and
asymmetric contracts where the main protocol logic is hosted on a single chain.
– Hash Locks (symmetric). A protocol based on hash locks relies on the
preimage resistance property of hash functions: participants P and Q transfer
assets to each other by means of transactions that must be complemented with
the preimage of a hash h := H(r) for a value r chosen by P – the initiator of
the protocol – typically uniformly at random [20, 19, 107, 140].
– Signature-based Locks (symmetric). P and Q can transfer assets to each
other by means of transactions that require to solve the discrete logarithm problem of a value Y := g y for a value y, chosen uniformly at random by P (i.e., the
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initiator of the protocol). The functionality of embedding the discrete logarithm
problem in the creation of a digital signature was put forward by the community
under the term adaptor signatures [157] and formally defined in [41]. In practice,
it has been shown that it is possible to implement adaptor signatures leveraging virtually any digital signature scheme [177], including ECDSA and Schnorr
which are used for authorization in most blockchains today [60, 58, 141, 172, 85,
157, 151].
– Timelock Puzzles and Verifiable Delay Functions (symmetric). An alternative approach is to construct (cryptographic) challenges, the solution of which
will be made public at a predictable time in the future. Thus, P and Q can
commit to the cross-chain transfer conditioned on solving one of the aforementioned challenges. Concrete constructions include timelock puzzles and verifiable
delay functions. Timelock puzzles [160] build upon inherently sequential functions where the result is only revealed after a predefined number of operations
are performed. Verifiable delay functions [58] improve upon timelock puzzles on
that the correctness of the result for the challenge is publicly verifiable. This
functionality can also be simulated by releasing parts of the preimage of a hash
lock interactively bit by bit, until it can be brute forced [53].
– Smart Contracts (asymmetric) are programs stored in a ledger which are
executed and their result agreed upon by consensus participants [67, 70]. As such,
trusting in the correct behavior of a smart contract is essentially trusting in the
secure operation of the underlying chain, making this a useful construction for
(Consensus-level) Escrows. Contrary to Consensus-level Custodians, who must
actively follow the CCC protocol and potentially run additional software, with
smart contracts, consensus participants are not directly involved in the CCC
protocol: an interaction with the CCC smart contract is, by default, treated like
any other state transition and no additional software/action is required.
Model 3: Hybrid (Watchtowers) Instead of fully relying on coordinators
being available or synchrony assumptions among participants holding, it is possible to employ so called watchtowers, i.e., service providers which act as a fallback if CCC participants experience crash failures. We observe strong similarities with optimistic fair exchange protocols [40, 39, 71]. Specifically, watchtowers
take action to enforce the commitment, if one of the parties crashes or synchrony assumptions do not hold, i.e., after a pre-defined timeout [119, 45, 142,
43]. This construction was first introduced and applied to off-chain payment
channels [102].
4.2

Verification Phase

The verification phase, during which the commitment on X is verified on Y (or
vice-versa), can similarly be executed under different trust models, as detailed
in the following. An important distinction concerns the type of verification performed: while most CCC protocols verify the inclusion of a transaction executing
the commitment on X, full validation of correctness under X’s protocol rules is
typically avoided due to the incurred computational overhead. A detailed analy-
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sis and taxonomy of different verification techniques is provided in Appendix C
.
Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators). The simplest approach to
cross-chain verification is to rely on a trusted third party (also referred to as
validators [180]) to handle the verification of the state changes on interlinked
chains during CCC execution.
– External Validators. A simple approach is to outsource the verification
step to a (trusted) third party, external to the verifying ledger (in our case Y ),
as in [176, 18]. The TTP can then be the same as in the commit/abort steps.
– Consensus Committee / Smart Contracts. Alternatively, the verification
can be handled by the consensus participants of the verifying chain [129, 81, 137],
leveraging the assumption that misbehavior of consensus participants indicates
a failure of the chain itself.
Model 2: Synchrony Assumption. Instead of explicitly relying on a TTP,
the verification phase can be implemented using:
– Direct Observation. Similar to the commit phase of CCC, one can require
all participants of a CCC protocol to execute the verification phase individually: i.e., to run (fully validating) nodes in all involved chains. This is often the
case in exchange protocols, such as atomic swaps using symmetric locks such as
HTLCs [20, 107], but also in parent-child settings where one chain by design verifies or validates the other [47, 97, 136]. This relies on a synchrony assumption,
i.e., requires CCC participants to observe commitments and act within a certain
time, in order to complete the CCC.
– Chain Relay Smart Contracts. The verification process can be encoded in
so called chain relays [5, 68, 187] – smart contracts deployed on Y capable of
verifying the of state and hence the commitments executed on X. Chain relays
resemble cryptocurrency light (or SPV) clients, i.e., store only the bare minimum
data to verify the inclusion of transactions in the respective blockchain [152, 121,
139]. Accordingly, chain relays can only verify that a commitment was executed
on X– yet not if it was valid under X’s consensus rules. Instead, the “SPV
assumption” is applied: if X has Persistence and Liveness, then a commitment
(transaction) written to X must be valid [152, 139]. To fully validate the correctness of a commitment, one must either (i) download the entire state of chain X
(infeasible for CCC), or (ii) encode the state of X in succinct proofs of knowledge [57, 49, 64] (c.f. Appendix C ).
Model 3: Hybrid. Verificaiton via TTPs and synchrony can be combined:
– Watchtowers. Just like in the commit phase, synchrony and TTP assumptions can be combined in the verification phase, such that a CCC protocol initially
relies on a synchrony assumption, but can fall back to a TTP (watchtowers, c.f
Section 4.1) to ensure correct termination if messages are not delivered within a
per-defined period.
– Verification Games. Inversely, verification games by default rely on TTPs
for verification (mostly for performance improvements) and implement dispute
resolution mechanisms as fall-back: users can provide (reactive) fraud proofs [35]
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or accuse coordinators of misbehavior requiring them to prove correct operation [173, 104, 117].
4.3

Abort Phase

The abort of a CCC protocol is optional and is encountered typically in exchange
protocols. Most other CCC protocols assume that once a commit is executed on
X, no abort will be necessary.
Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators) Similarly to the commit
phase, an abort can be handled by a trusted third party and the possible implementations are the same as in Section 4.1. If a TTP was introduced in the
commit phase, the abort phase will be typically handled by the exact same TTP.
Model 2: Synchrony Assumptions (Timelocks) Alternatively, it is possible to enforce synchrony by introducing timelocks, after the expiry of which
the protocol is aborted. Specifically, to ensure that assets are not locked up indefinitely in case of a crash failure of a participant or misbehavior of a TTP
entrusted with the commit step, all commit techniques can be complimented
with timelocks: after expiry of the timelock, assets are returned to their original
owner. We differentiate between two types of timelocks. Absolute timelocks yield
a transaction valid only after a certain point in time, defined in by a timestamp
or a block (ledger at index i, L[i]) located in the future. Relative timelocks, on the
other hand, condition tx2 on the existence of another transaction tx1 : tx2 only
becomes valid and can be written to the underlying ledger if tx1 has already
been included and a certain number of blocks (confirmations [7]) have passed.
Model 3: Hybrid (Watchtowers) As an additional measure of security, TTPs
can be introduced as a fallback to timelocks in case CCC participants experience
crash failures, e.g. in form of a watchtower [119, 45, 142, 43] that recovers otherwise potentially lost assets. This is specifically useful in the case of atomic
swaps using Hased Timelock Contracts (HTLCs) [20, 107, 3, 158], when either
party crashes after the hashlock’s secret has been revealed.

5

Classification of Existing CCC Protocols

We now apply the CCC Design Framework introduced in Section 4 to classify
existing CCC protocols. All CCC protocols observed in practice follow the Generic
CCC Protocol model (cf. Section 2.5). For each protocol, we hence study and
reason about the trust model (TTP, synchrony, hybrid) selected for each phase
of the CCC process, and summarize our classification in Table 1. Our analysis
thereby focuses on well-documented or deployed protocols - which in turn have
seen numerous implementations that are not referenced in this paper.
In addition to applying the CCC Design Framework, we split existing proposals into two protocol families, based on their design rationale and use case,
which have direct implications on the design choices: (i) exchange protocols,
which synchronize the exchange of assets across two ledgers (Section 5.1), and
(ii) migration protocols, which allow to move an asset or object to a different
ledger (Section 5.2).
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Trust Model at each CCC Protocol Phase
Protocol

Commit on chain X
TTP Dynamic? Collateral?

Exchange Protocols

Traditional Custodial Exchanges (e.g., [1, 53])
(Atomic Swaps)
backed Assets

Cryptocurrency-

Side-

chains

Sharding

7

EC (single, restricted)

Type

TTP

EV
#

Type
EC (single, restricted)

H
#

EE + Timelock

H
#

EE + Timelock

Timelock

SC(chain relay)

#

#
#

7

3

EE (multisig + signature Lock)

7

7

EE (multisig + Hash Lock)

#

-

-

Hash Lock

#

-

-

Hash Lock

#

-

-

Signature Lock

#

-

-

Standard payment

#

-

-

SC

3

3

EC (single, unrestricted)

tBTC [17]

7

3

EC (committee, restricted)

Custodial Wrapped Assets (e.g., [18, 30, 29])

7

7

EC (single, restricted)

Federated Sidechains/Pegs [47, 81, 97]

7

7

EC (consensus of Y )

CM

-?

RSK [137, 136]

7

7

EC (consensus of Y )

CM

-?

ATOMIX[129],SBAC[34], Fabric Channels[36]

7

7

CC (shard X)

CM

Rapidchain [185]

7

7

CC (shard X)

CM

-?

-

XCMP [66]

7

7

EC (parent consensus)

CM

-?

-

-

-

SC / Burn address

CM

-

-

-

-

SC / Burn address

SC (chain relay)

-

-

7

7

CC (consensus of X)

CM

-

-

Arwen [106]
Notarized HTLC Atomic Swaps [176]
HTLC Atomic Swaps [20, 107, 19, 176]
ECDSA/DLSAG Atomic Swaps [141, 151]
SPV Atomic Swaps [10, 125, 187, 108]

strapping

7

TTP

H
#

A2L [172]

Boot-

Migration Protocols
?

H
#

Verify & Commit on chain Y Abort on chain X (optinal)
Type

(Bidirectional) Chain Relays [125, 97]
XCLAIM [187], Dogethereum [174]

Proof-of-Burn (Federated) [169, 118]
Proof-of-Burn (SPV) [118]
Merged Mining/Staking [116, 97]

#

#

DO

#

DO

#

DO

#

#

#

#

H
#

EE + Timelock

#

Timelock

Timelock

SC (chain relay)

#
-

-

SC (chain relay)

-?

-

SC (chain relay)

-?

EV

DO

EV

EC (single, restricted)
CC (shard X)

While not explicitly considered by the protocol, the TTP used for the commitment on X can, at its discretion, abort the CCC protocol manually/out-of-band in case of failure on Y .
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Table 1: Classification of existing of Cross-Chain Communication protocols, in consideration of the selected TTP model (cf.
Section 4) at each protocol step (commit, verify, abort). Notation for non-binary TTP values: uses a TTP, # fully relies on
synchrony and availability of participants, #
H hybrid. We also highlight if the TTP (committee) is static or changes dynamically,
and whether collateral is utilzed to incentivize correct behavior of TTPs. We use the following abbreviations: EC for External
Custodian, CC for Consensus Custodian, EE for External Escrow, SC for Smart Contract, EV for External Validator, CM
for Consensus Committee, and DO for Direct Observation.
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Exchange Protocols

Exchange protocols synchronize an atomic exchange of digital goods: x on chain
X against y on Y (c.f. Fair Exchange in Appendix A) . In practice, such protocols
implement a two-phase commit mechanism, where parties first pre-commit to the
exchange and can explicitly abort the protocol in case of disagreement or failure
during the commit step.
(Pre-)Commit. Trivially, the commit phase can be handled by External Custodians: traditional, centralized exchanges require to deposit (commit) assets with
a TTP before trading.
The longest-standing alternative to centralized solutions are atomic swaps via
symmetric locks which rely on synchrony and cryptographic hardness assumptions. Counterparties P and Q lock (pre-commit) assets in on-chain contracts
with identical release conditions on X and Y : spending from one lock releases
the other, ensuring Atomicity of CCC. The first and most adopted implementation of symmetric locks are hashed timelock contracts (HTLCs) [19, 20, 107, 176],
where the same secret (selected by P ) is used as pre-image to identical Hash
Locks on X and Y . To improve cross-platform compatibility, Hash Locks, which
require both chains to support (the same) hash functions, can be replaced with
Signature Locks e.g., using ECDSA [141] or group/ring signature schemes [151].
On blockchains which support (near) Turing complete programming languages (e.g., Ethereum [67]) the commitment on X can exhibit more complex
locking conditions via smart contracts. In SPV atomic swaps [10, 125, 187, 108],
assets of a party P are locked in a smart contract on X which is capable of
verifying the state of chain Y (chain relay, cf. Section 4.2) - and unlocked only if
counterparty Q submits a correct proof for the expected payment (commitment)
on Y . The smart contract can be further extended to support collateralization
and penalties for misbehaving counterparties (e.g., to mitigate optionally and
improve fairness [103, 187]).
Both symmetric and SPV atomic swaps suffer from usability challenges impeding adoption: they require users to be online and execute commitments in a
timely manner to avoid financial damage (built-in abort mechanisms discussed
later). Hybrid protocols seek to combine symmetric locks with TTP models
to mitigate usability issues while avoiding full trust in a central provider. In
Arwen [106], parties P and Q commit to-be-exchanged assets into on-chain multisignature contracts on X and Y , establishing shared custody with an External
Escrow (EE). Trades are executed similar to HTLC swaps, yet utilize the escrow
to ensure correct and timely execution. A2L [172] follows a similar multisignature setup but utilizes adaptor signatures [41] to ensure Atomicity of trades:
the escrow only forwards P ’s assets to Q if Q solves a cryptographic challenge,
for which Q needs the help of P . Both Arwen and A2L require a complex onchain setup process (similar to payment channels [158]) and rely on pre-paid
fees (Arwen) or collateral (A2L) to protect the escrow from griefing attacks [75]
- yielding them inefficient for one-time exchanges.
Verify. Contrary to traditional exchanges, where the custodial (operator) is
also responsible for the verification phase, symmetric atomic swap protocols
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(including Arwen and A2L) require users to directly observe all chains involved
in the CCC to verify correct execution of the (pre-)commit phase. Notarized
atomic swaps (e.g., as in InterLedger [176]) remove the online requirement for
users by entrusting an External Validator (EV) e.g., a set of notaries, with the
verification of (and timely reaction to) the commitment on X- at the risk of the
EV colluding with the a counterparty to commit theft. A more robust approach,
implemented in SPV atomic swaps, is the use of chain relays: the verification of
the commit on X and the correct finalization of the CCC protocol (commit on
Y ) is executed by a smart contract on Y , enforced by the consensus of Y .
Abort. Exchange CCC protocols typically add timelocks to the release conditions of the commitments of X and Y to ensure an automatic abort of the CCC
protocol after a pre-defined delay. This is to prevent indefinite lock-up of assets,
should a party crash or misbehave. However, CCC protocols implementing timelocks impose strict online requirements on participants and expose them to race
conditions. The initiator P of e.g., a HTLC swap can defraud counterparty Q
by recovering assets on X if they remain unclaimed upon expiry of the timelock (e.g., if Q crashed). Some protocols, including A2L and Arwen, partially
outsource this responsibility to TTPs [106, 172].
5.2

Migration Protocols

Migration protocols temporarily or permanently move digital goods from one
blockchain to another. Typically, this is achieved by obtaining a “write lock”
on an asset x on chain X, preventing any further updates to x on chain X,
and consequently creating a representation y(x) on Y . The state of x can only
be updated by modifying its “wrapped” version y(x) on Y – comparable to the
concept of mutual exclusion in concurrency control [80]. The state changes of y(x)
will typically be reflected back to chain X by locking or destroying (“burning”)
y(x) and applying the updates to x when it is unlocked.
Migration protocols only require to execute CCC synchronization across X
and Y twice: creating and destroying y(x). The “wrapped” representation y(x)
typically exhibits the same properties as “native” assets y, allowing seamless
integration with applications on Y . For comparison, Exchange protocols require
to setup and execute CCC for each trade. The main drawback of Migration
protocols is the requirement of giving up custody over x, in the majority of
cases to a TTP (cf. Table 1).
In practice, we identify four main use cases for Migration protocols: (i)
cryptocurrency-backed assets used for transfers across heterogeneous blockchains
(e.g., “wrapped” Bitcoin on Ethereum), (ii) communication across homogeneous
chains (shards) in sharded blockchains, (iii) sidechains where a child chain is
“pegged” to a parent for feature extensions, and (iv) bootstrapping of new blockchains using existing systems.
(Pre-)Commit. The simplest implementation of a Migration protocol (e.g.,
for cryptocurrency-backed assets) relies on a single, static TTP which receives
unrestricted custody over the to-be-migrated assets during the commit phase
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(External Custodian) – for example, implemented by wBTC [18], a custodial
platform for migrating Bitcoin to Ethereum.
Instead of relying on a single TTP, most CCC rely on a TTP committee to improve robustness against failures. Protocols connecting heterogeneous
blockchains via cryptocurrency-backed assets, notably tBTC [17], utilize a set of
External Custodians (EC). In the tBTC protocol, currently deployed between
Bitcoin and Ethereum, ECs construct a jointly controlled deposit public key on
X via (ECDSA) threshold signatures [98], to which users send (commit) to-bemigrated assets. The ECs must thereby lock up collateral on Y which is used
to reimburse users in case the EC committee commits theft or crashes. At the
time of writing, the implemented threshold signature scheme does not support
fault attribution, i.e., it impossible to distinguish between honest and malicious
committee members when slashing collateral, requiring the EC set to be static
and restricted. RenVM [30] aims to replace threshold signatures with distributed
key generation via secure multi-party computation [100] but implements a centralized approach at the time of writing.
Sidechains [47, 81, 97] establish a parent-child relationship between X and
Y : the consensus committee of X (Consensus Custodian, CC) or Y (External
Custodian, EC) is responsible for handling the correct deposit (commit) of x on
X. In practice, implementations follow a similar approach to the heterogeneous
setting: users deposit assets x to a public key with shared control among committee members, implemented e.g., via threshold / multisignature [111] schemes.
Liquid [47, 81], which coined the “sidechain” terminology, maintains an 11-of-15
multisignature, controlled by its consensus participants, to migrate (lock/unlock)
Bitcoin to and from the Liquid blockchain. RSK [137, 136], a merge-mined [116]
Bitcoin sidechain, currently follows the same approach as Liquid but envisions
a Bitcoin protocol upgrade enabling miners to vote on migrating assets to RSK.
Similarly, sharded blockchains, which consist of a set of homogeneous shardchains with a homogeneous, shared security model, utilize the consensus committee(s) available within the system for securing cross-shard migrations. While
often considered as a separate topic in research, sharded blockchains exhibit
built-in CCC protocols [44]: Migrated assets x are locked with the consensus of
X (Consensus Custodian, CC) during the commit phase. A novelty compared
to heterogeneous systems is the explicit consideration of n-to-m CCC protocols,
such as ATOMIX [129], SBAC [34], and Fabric Channels [36], which require an
explicit abort step as part of the two-phase commit design.
Recently, a new family of protocols following a permissionless design, was
introduced. XCLAIM [187] and Dogethereum [174] allow anyone to become a
TTP and accept deposits (commits) of x on X, establishing a dynamic and unrestricted set of coordinators (External Custodians, ECs). The only requirement
for registering as an EC is to lock collateral y on Y – the amount of y locked
thereby determines the amount of x deposits (and hence minted y(x)) an EC
can accept. While Dogethereum assumes a constant exchange rate between migrated x (equiv. y(x)) and collateral asset y, XCLAIM utilizes a multi-stage
over-collateralization scheme to re-balance the economic value of committed x
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and locked collateral y. To enable ECs to join and leave the system at any point
in time, XCLAIM implements a replacement/auction mechanism via cross-chain
SPV atomic swaps, where collateral y can be exchanged for committed x held
in custody.
In cases where X and Y support smart contracts, specifically chain relays,
bidirectional chain relays [125, 97] can be utilized, enabling non-custodial commitments on X and Y : locking of x and unlocking/minting of y(x) is handled
exclusively by smart contracts under the assumption of synchrony.
Proof-of-Burn [169, 118] resembles follows a similar design, yet implements a
unidirectional protocol: instead of being locked, x is provably destroyed (“burned”),
and newly minted as y(x) on Y . As such, Proof-of-Burn is mostly used for bootstrapping of new blockchains. Merged mining [116] was the first CCC protocol
deployed in practice (2011 in Namecoin) and is used explicitly for bootstrapping
purposes. Miners (stakers) of X can reuse PoW solutions (stake) to progress
consensus on Y by including a commitment to Y ’s state in the ledger of X.
Verify. Migration protocols - with the exception of centralized, custodial services - rely the on consensus of chain Y to correctly verify the commitment on X.
We observe two main implementation techniques: (i) under synchrony assumptions by using chain relay smart contracts, which cryptographically verify the
correctness of the commitment on X, or (ii) by requesting the consensus committee of Y to explicitly sign off on the CCC execution. XCMP [66], a cross-shard
protocol, adds an additional verification step: cross-shard transfers are verified
by and included in a hierarchically “superior” parent chain – which in turn is
verified by the target shard Y before commitment.
Abort. We observe that Migration protocols generally do not implement an
explicit abort phase. Instead, they assume that if the commitment on X is
executed correctly it will eventually be verified by chain Y , which in turn will
result in a correct commitment on Y . An exception hereof are n-to-m transfers
in sharded blockchains (e.g., ATOMIX [129] and SBAC [34]) which require an
explicit abort phase. Such transfers follow a two-phase-commit protocol: assets
on all source shards X1 , ..., Xn are pre-committed and verified on all target shards
Y1 , ..., Yn , which in turn execute a pre-commitment. If a single target shard
fails to reply with a pre-commitment (within some period), the CCC protocol is
aborted on all other source and target shards.
5.3

Insights and General Observations

An interesting, yet expected insight is that performance and usability outweigh security considerations from a user’s perspective. Decentralized and noncustodial CCC solution have been proposed as early as 2013 (symmetric swaps [19])
and 2015 (SPV swaps [10]), yet centralized providers remain the dominant crosschain asset exchange facilitator. The recent rise of decentralized exchanges,
which mostly operate within a single chain [24], has boosted the adoption of
cryptocurrency-backed assets, although predominantly via custodial approaches:
at the time of writing, 99% of “wrapped” Bitcoin on Ethereum has been issued
through trusted, custodial services [26].
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Decentralized CCC protocols still suffer from practical drawbacks hindering
adoption. Symmetric atomic swaps impose strict online requirements on users.
SPV atomic swaps, and similarly migration protocols such as XCLAIM and
tBTC, make use of chain relays which are only feasible if Y supports smart
contracts and the cryptographic primitives used in X. Orthogonal, collateralization, which allows to protect users from financial damage (cf. Section 3), incurs
high capital requirements and opportunity cost – leading most users to resort to
trusted, centralized solutions.
An interesting observation hereby is that sharded systems and sidechains do
not necessarily benefit from decentralized CCC protocols. In fact, due to the
homogeneous nature of the security models of X and Y in this setting, the use
of the consensus committee(s) of X or Y as TTP for CCC does not introduce
any additional (external) trust assumptions to the underlying systems.

6

CCC Challenges and Outlook

In this section, we provide an outlook on the (open) problems faced by CCC
protocols and possible avenues for future work.
6.1

Heterogeneous Models and Parameters Across Chains

Problems. Different blockchains leverage different system models and parameterizations, which, if not handled correctly by CCC protocols, can lead to protocol failures. For instance, the absence of a global clock across chains requires
CCC participants to either agree on a trusted third party as means of synchronization, or to rely on a chain-dependent time definition (e.g., block generation
rates [93]) which are often non-deterministic and hence unsafe for strictly timebound protocols [93, 187]. A practical example hereof are race-condition attacks
on symmetric exchange protocols such as HTLC atomic swaps, discussed in Section 5.
Another consideration are the security models of interconnected chains: while
X and Y may exhibit well defined security models, these are typically independent and not easily comparable (with the exception of sharding) – especially
when combined within a CCC protocol. For instance, X may rely on PoW and
thus assume that adversarial hash rate is bound by α ≤ 33% [88, 99, 163]. On
the other hand, Y may utilize PoS for consensus and similarly assume that the
adversary’s stake in the system is bound by β ≤ 33%. While similar at first
glance, the cost of accumulating stake [96, 89] may be lower than that of accumulating computational power, or vice-versa [61]. Since permissionless ledgers
are not Sybil resistant [82], i.e., provide weak identities at best, quantifying adversary strength is challenging even within a single ledger [42]. This task becomes
nearly impossible in the cross-chain setting: not only can consensus participants
(i) “hop” between different chains [147, 134], destabilizing involved systems, but
also (ii) be susceptible to bribing attacks executed cross-chain, against which
there currently exist no countermeasures [144, 115].
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Following from different security models, the lack of homogeneous finality
guarantees [168] across blockchains poses another challenge for CCC. Consider
the following: X accepts a transaction as valid when confirmed by k subsequent
blocks e.g., as in PoW blockchains [93]; instead, Y deems transactions valid as
soon as they are written to the ledger (k = 1, e.g. [31]). A CCC protocol triggers
a state transition on Y conditioned on a transaction included in X, however,
later an (accidental) fork occurs on X. While the state of X is reverted, this
may not be possible on Y according to consensus rules – likely resulting in an
inconsistent state on Y and financial damage to users.
Outlook. Considering the plethora of blockchain designs in practice, it is safe to
assume a heterogeneous ecosystem for at least the near future. Protocol designers
must hence carefully evaluate and consider the specifics of each interlinked chain
when implementing CCC schemes: introduction of conservative lower bounds
on transaction (commit) finality (hours / days rather than minutes), analysis
of computation and communication capabilities of consensus participants, and
accounting for peer-to-peer network delays when utilizing a trusted third party
as global clock.
6.2

Heterogeneous Cryptographic Primitives Across Chains

Problems. Interconnected chains X and Y may rely on different cryptographic
schemes, or different instances of the same scheme. CCC protocols, however,
often require compatible cryptographic primitives: a CCC protocol between a
system X using ECDSA [112] as its digital signature scheme and a system Y
using Schnorr [164] is only seamlessly possible if both schemes are instantiated
over the same elliptic curve [141]. This is, for example, the reason Ethereum uses
the same secp256k1 curve as Bitcoin [25].
Similarly, CCC protocols using Hash Locks, e.g. HTLC swaps, require that
the domain of the hash function has the same size in both X and Y – otherwise
the protocol is prone to oversize preimage attacks [114], i.e., an attack where
a transaction cannot be accepted by a chain because the representation of the
preimage requires more bits than those previously allocated to store it.
Outlook. A design challenge in CCC protocols is thus the interoperability of
chains in terms of (cryptographic) primitives as required in CCC protocols. In
cases where interlinked chains implement different elliptic curves, zero-knowledge
proofs may provide a workaround, yet at the cost of increased protocol complexity, as well as computation and communication costs [154]. Our observations
suggest that this is one of the main reasons for lack of interoperability across
current blockchain networks.
6.3

Collateralization and Exchange Rates

Problems. In recent works [187, 174, 125, 17], we observe a trend towards collateralizing coordinators to prevent financial damage to users and incentivize correct behavior of TTPs. Thereby, it is crucial to ensure that the provided collateral
has sufficient value to outweigh potential gains from misbehavior. However, in
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the cross-chain setting, where insured asset and collateral are typically different, collateralized CCC protocols are forced to (i) implement measures against
exchange rate fluctuations such as over-collateralization incurring capital inefficiencies for participants, and (ii) rely on (typically centralized) price oracles.
Outlook. Current CCC protocols, if at all, only provide minimal protection
against exchange rate fluctuations, such as over-collateralization. An interesting avenue for future research is hence the design of dynamic collateralization
e.g., based on the volatility of the locked/collateral assets. Decentralized price
oracles already are an active field of research [159, 32, 175, 6, 188], yet as of this
writing oracles remain single points of failure in collateralized CCC protocols.
Cryptocurrency-backed assets traded on decentralized exchanges, where trading
data is available on-chain, may thereby provide a valuable source of information
for cross-verification with centralized providers [187].
6.4

Lack of Formal Security Analysis

Problems. While numerous CCC protocols have been deployed and used in
practice, handling value transfers worth millions, most lack formal and rigorous security analysis. This lack of formal security guarantees opens the door to
possible security threats. For instance, replay attacks on state verification, i.e.,
where proofs are re-submitted multiple times or on multiple chains, can result
in failures such as double spending [143] or counterfeited cryptocurrency-backed
assets [187]. Another security issue arises with data availability. Protocols employing cross-chain verification via chain relays typically rely on timely arrival
of proofs and metadata (block headers, transactions, ...). However, if an adversary can withhold this data from the verifying chain [35], such protocols not
only become less efficient but potentially vulnerable to double spending and
counterfeiting.
Outlook. This state of affairs calls for a rigorous and formal security analysis of
existing CCC protocol – least those deployed in practice. In the meantime, adhoc solutions to the aforementioned security threats have been discussed in the
community. For instance, protections against replay attacks involving the use of
sequence numbers, or chains keeping track of previously processed proofs [143,
166, 69]. Similarly, first attempts to mitigate the data availability problem via
erasure coding have been suggested in [35, 33, 184] – yet at the cost of protocol
complexity and communication overhead.
6.5

Lack of Formal Privacy Analysis.

Problems. Privacy is a crucial property of financial transactions and hence
applies to CCC protocols. Ideally it should not be possible for an observer to
determine which two events have been synchronized across chains (e.g., which
assets have been exchanged and by whom). Unfortunately, CCC protocols deployed in practice lack formal privacy analysis and numerous privacy issues have
already been detected. For instance, recent works [140, 101] leverage the fact that
the same hash value is used on both chains involved in symmetric HTLC atomic
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swaps to trivially link exchanged assets and accounts. Other de-anonymization
techniques enabled by CCC protocols include miner address clustering via blocks
merge-mined across different cryptocurrencies [116], cross-linking of miner and
user accounts cross-chain by analyzing of blockchain forks [109, 170], and using
public exchange datasets to trace cross-ledger trades [183].
Outlook. The academic community has developed formal frameworks that permit rigorous analysis of the privacy properties in the context of exchange protocols [101, 105, 172, 140, 141]. First techniques towards privacy-preserving CCC
Exchange protocols via asymmetric and unlinkable locking techniques have been
studied in [140, 141, 162, 79], yet, at the time of writing, we are not aware of
privacy enhancements for the more-widely adopted Migration protocols – an
interesting avenue for future research.
6.6

Upcoming Industrial and Research CCC Trends

Interoperability Blockchains. are specialized sharded distributed ledgers which
aim to serve as communication layer between other blockchains [133, 180, 161,
167, 178, 110, 21] and exhibit implementations of existing CCC protocols. Individual shards, which are coordinated via a parent chain running a BFT agreement
protocol, connect to and import assets from existing blockchains via Migration CCC protocols, most commonly cryptocurrency-backed assets [14]. A formal
treatment of this design, also considering distributed computations, is presented
in [138]. Cosmos [133] and Polkadot [180] also implement new standards for (internal) cross-shard communication (IBC [23] and XCMP [66] respectively). As
of this writing, the aforementioned systems are under active development, making it difficult to argue about their security, feasibility, and long-term adoption
- leaving room for future analysis.
Efficient Light Clients. Cross-chain state verification via chain relays is a fundamental part of robust CCC protocols. While current light/SPV clients suffice
for e.g., mobile devices, they often remain infeasible for deployment on top of
blockchains for CCC protocols, where storage and bandwidth are priced by the
byte. Recent works on sub-linear light clients have achieved first significant theoretical [121, 139, 122] and practical performance improvements [76, 186, 179]. In
parallel, recent developments in the field of zero-knowledge cryptography [57, 49,
64] pave the way towards (near)constant verification times and costs for chain
relays. First schemes for blockchains with built-in support for such proof systems
are put forth in [145, 59, 50].
Off-Chain Protocols. One of the most actively developed fields in blockchain
research are off-chain (“L2”) communication networks [102], which aim to improve scalability (and privacy) of distributed ledgers: most transactions are executed off-chain and only channel opening and closure are written to the ledger.
The influx of L2 solutions is thereby creating a new field for CCC research:
(i) communication across off-chain channels [140, 141, 172, 105], and (ii) communication between off-chain and on-chain networks [22, 28]. While similar to
conventional CCC protocols, the “off-chain” nature of L2 solutions requires more
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complex techniques for the verification phase of CCC: intermediate states in offchain protocols cannot be verified by existing chain relays, which only support
verification of on-chain commitments, and must hence resort to cryptographic
techniques such as adaptor signatures [41] or succinct proofs of knowledge [57,
49, 64].

7

Concluding Remarks

Our systematic analysis of cross-chain communication as a new problem in the
era of distributed ledgers allows us to relate (mostly) community driven efforts
to established academic research in database and distributed systems research.
We formalize the cross-chain communication problem and show it cannot be
solved without a trusted third party – contrary to the assumptions often made
in the blockchain community. Following this result, we introduce a framework
for evaluating existing and designing new cross-chain communication protocols,
based on the inherent trust assumptions thereof. We then provide a classification
and comparative evaluation, taking into account both academic research and the
vast number of online resources, allowing us to better understand the similarities
and differences between existing cross-chain communication approaches. Finally,
by discussing implications and open challenges faced by cross-chain communication protocols, as well as the implications of interoperability on the security and
privacy of blockchains, we offer a comprehensive guide for designing protocols,
bridging multiple distributed ledgers.
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Strong Fair Exchange Definition

This section provides the definition of the strong Fair Exchange problem, as
presented in [38–40, 155].
Fair Exchange considers two processes (or parties) P and Q that wish to
exchange two items (or asset): aP owned by P against aQ owned by Q. There
exists a function desc that maps any exchangeable item (or asset) to a string
describing it in ”sufficient” detail (e.g. the value and recipient of a payment).
The inputs of P to a Fair Exchange protocol are an item aP and a description
dQ of the desired item. Analogous, the inputs for Q are aQ and dQ . To indicate
that P is dishonest, an (boolean) error variable mP is introduced (analogous,
mQ for Q) [95]. A successful Fair Exchange is shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2: A successful Fair Exchange, as defined in [38–40, 155].
P
Input : aP , dQ , Q

Q
Input : aQ , dP , P
fair exchange
←−−→

Output : aq (desc(aQ ) = dQ )

Output : aP (desc(aP ) = dP )
or

aborted

aborted

A successful Fair Exchange protocol must thereby fulfill the following properties:
Definition 7 (Effectiveness). If both P and Q behave correctly, i.e., mP =
mQ = false, and the items aP and aQ match the expected descriptions, i.e.,
desc(aQ ) = dQ ∧ desc(aP ) = dP , then P will receive aQ and Q will receive aP .
If the items are not as expected, i.e., desc(aQ ) 6= dQ ∨ desc(aP ) 6= dP , then both
parties will abort the exchange.
Definition 8 (Timeliness). Eventually P will transfer aP to Q or abort, and
Q will transfer aQ to P or abort.
Definition 9 (Strong Fairness). There are no outcomes in which Q receives
aP but P does not receive aQ (Q aborts), or P receives aQ but Q does not receive
aP (P aborts).
Effectiveness determines the outcome of the exchange if P and Q are willing
to perform the exchange and the item’s match the expected descriptions, or
the items do not match the expected descriptions. (Strong) Fairness restricts
the outcomes of the exchange such that neither party is left at a disadvantage.
Timeliness ensures eventual termination of the exchange protocol. Note: we do
not provide a definition for “Non-repudiability” as this property is not a critical
requirement for Fair Exchange protocols, but only becomes relevant in disputes
after an exchange [39, 155].
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Fair Exchange using CCC

We provide the intuition of how to construct a Fair Exchange protocol using a
generic CCC protocol in Algorithm 1. Specifically, P and Q exchange assets aP
and aQ , if transaction txP is written to Lx and transaction txQ is written to
Ly (cf. Section 3.2).

Algorithm 1: Fair Exchange using a generic CCC protocol
Result: txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly (i.e.,P has aP , Q has aQ ) or
txP ∈
/ Lx ∧ txQ ∈
/ Ly (i.e., no exchange)
setup(Lx ,Ly ,txP , txQ , dP , dQ );
if mP = false then
commit(txP , Lx ); // P transfers aP to Q
end
if (verify(txP , Lx , dP ) = true) ∧ mQ = false then
commit(txQ , Ly ); // Q transfers aQ to P
else
abort(txQ , Ly ); // Q does not transfer aQ to P
end
if verify(txQ , Ly , dQ ) = false then
abort(txP , Lx ); // P recovers aP
end

Algorithm 2: Commit(tx, L)
if valid(tx, L) then
Write tx to L;
end

Algorithm 3: Verify(tx, L, d)
if tx ∈ L ∧ desc(tx) = d then
return true;
end
return false;
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Algorithm 4: Abort(tx, L)
if tx ∈ L then
Revert tx; // e.g. using a new transaction
else
//do nothing
end

C

Classification of Cross-Chain State Verification

As described in Section 2.5, a critical component of cross-chain communication is
the verification of the state “evolution” of a chain X from within another chain Y ,
i.e., that X is in a certain state after the commit step. In this section we discuss
the different elements of the chain that can be verified during the process, to
complement the process of verifying state evolution. We show that there is a
classification for what is verified (Section C.1), overview existing techniques for
each class, and discuss the relation between the verification classes (Section C.2).

C.1

Verification Classes

If a party P on X is misbehaving, it may withhold information from a party
Q on Y (i.e., not submit a proof), but it should not be able to trick Q into
accepting an incorrect state of Lx (e.g., convince Q that tx1 ∈ Lx although tx1
was never written).
Verification of State. The simplest form of cross-chain verification is to check
whether a specific state exists, i.e., is reachable but has not necessarily been
agreed upon by the consensus participants. A representative example is the verification of Proof-of-Work in merged mining[4, 116]: the child chain Y only parses
a given X block and verifies that the hash of the Y candidate block was included,
and checks that the PoW hash exceeds the difficulty target of Y . Note that Y
does not care whether the block is actually part of Lx . Another example is the
use of blockchains as a public source of randomness [63, 65, 83, 74].
Verification of State Agreement. In addition to the existence of a state, a
proof can provide sufficient data to verify that consensus has been achieved on
that state. Typically, the functionality of this verification is identical to that of
blockchain light clients [152, 2, 12]: instead of verifying the entire blockchain of
X, all block headers and only transactions relevant to the CCC protocol are verified (and stored) on Y . The assumption thereby is that an invalid block will not
be included in the verified blockchain under correct operation [152, 139]. Block
headers can be understood as the meta-data for the block, including a commitment to all the transactions in the block, which are typically referenced using a
vector commitment [73] (or some other form of cryptographic accumulator [51]),
e.g. Merkle trees[146]. We discuss how proofs of state agreement differ depending
on the underlying consensus mechanism below (non-exhaustive):
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– Proof-of-Work. To verify agreement in PoW blockchains, a primitive called
(Non-interactive) Proofs of Proof-of-Work [120, 121], also referred to as SPV
(simplified payment verification) [152] is used. Thereby, the verifier of a proof
must at least check for each block that (i) the PoW meets the specified difficulty target, (ii) the specified target is in accordance with the difficulty adjustment and (iii) the block contains a reference to the previous block in the
chain [2, 187]. The first known implementation of cross-chain state agreement
verification (for PoW blockchains) is BTCRelay [5]: a smart contract which
allows to verify the state of Bitcoin on Ethereum3 .
– Proof-of-Stake. If the verified chain uses Proof-of-Stake in its consensus, the
proofs represent a dynamic collection of signatures, capturing the underlying
stake present in the chain. These are referred to as Proofs of Proof-of-Stake
(PoPoS) and a scheme in this direction was put forth in [97].
– BFT. In case the blockchain is maintained by a BFT committee, the crosschain proofs are simplified and take the form of a sequence of signatures by
2f + 1 members of the committee, where f is the number of faulty nodes that
can be tolerated [72]. If the committee membership is dynamically changing,
the verification process needs to capture the rotating configuration of the
committee [153].
Sub-linear State Agreement Proofs. Verifying all block headers results in proof
complexity linear in the size of the blockchain. However, there exist techniques
for achieving sub-linear (logarithmic in the size of the chain) complexity, which
rely on probabilistic verification. For PoW blockchains, we are aware of two approaches: Superblock (Ni)PoPoWs [149, 47, 120, 121] and FlyClient [139]. Both
techniques rely on probabilistic sampling but differ in the selection heuristic.
Superblock (Ni)PoPoWs sample blocks which exceed the required PoW difficulty4 , i.e., randomness is sourced from the unpredictability of the mining process, whereas FlyClient suggests to sample blocks using an optimized heuristic
after the chain has been generated (using randomness from the PoW hashes [63]).
For blockchains maintained by a static BFT committee, the verified signatures
can be combined into aggregate signatures [126, 127] for optimization purposes.
These signature techniques are well known and have been invented prior to
blockchains, and we hence do not elaborate further on these schemes. In the dynamic setting, skipchains [91, 153, 130], i.e., double-linked skiplists which enable
sub-linear crawling of identity chains, can reduce costs from linear to logarithmic
(to the number of configurations). Recently, a number for light client protocols
that leverage the compression properties of zero-knowledge proof systems have
been proposed [94, 92, 179].
Verification of State Evolution. Once verified by some chain Y that chain X
has reached agreement on a ledger state Lx [r], it is then possible for (users on)
Y to verify that certain transactions have been included in Lx . As mentioned,
block headers typically reference included transactions via vector commitments.
3
4

Similar contracts have been proposed for other chains[15, 13, 8, 16, 11, 9].
It is a property of the PoW mining process that a certain percentage of blocks
exceeds or fall short of the required difficulty.
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As such, to verify that tx ∈ Lx [r] the vector commitment on Lx [r] needs to be
opened at the index of that transaction, e.g. by providing a Merkle tree path to
the leaf containing tx (e.g. as in Bitcoin). Thereby, multiple transactions can
be aggregated in a single proof [186].
Verification of State Validity. Even though a block is believed to have consensus, it may not be a valid block if it contains invalid transactions or state
transitions (e.g. a PoW block meeting the difficulty requirements, but containing conflicting transactions). Fully validating nodes will reject these blocks as
they check all included transactions. However, in the case of cross-chain communication, where chains typically only verify state agreement but not validity,
detection is not directly possible. We classify two categories of techniques to enable such chains, and non-full nodes (i.e., light clients), to reject invalid blocks:
– In proactive state validation, nodes ensure that blocks are valid before accepting them. Apart from requiring participants to run fully validating nodes,
this can be achieved by leveraging “validity proofs” through succinct proofs
of knowledge, using systems such as SNARKs [57], STARKs [49] or Bulletproofs [64]. First schemes for blockchains offering such proofs for each state
transition are put forth in [145, 59, 50]. Informally speaking, this is a “guilty
until proven innocent model”: nodes assume blocks that have consensus are
invalid until proven otherwise.
– In reactive state validation, nodes follow an “innocent until proven guilty”
model. It is assumed that blocks that have consensus only contain valid state
transition, unless a state transition “fraud proof” [35] is created. Fraud proofs
typically are proofs of state evolution, i.e., opening of the transaction vector
commitment in the invalid block at the index of the invalid transaction, e.g.
via Merkle tree paths. Depending on the observed failure, more data may
be necessary to determine inconsistencies (e.g. Merkle paths for conflicting
transactions in a double spend).
Verification of Data Availability. Consensus participants may produce a
block header, but not release the included transactions, preventing other participants from validating the correctness of the state transition. To this end,
verification of state validity can be complimented by verification of data availability. A scheme for such proofs was put forth in [35, 184], which allows to verify
with high probability that all the data in a block is available, by sampling chunks
in an erasure-coded version of a block.
C.2

Relation between Verification Classes

Verification of State Agreement requires to first verify a specific state exists or
has been proposed (Verification of State). To verify a transaction was included
at L[r] (State Evolution), it is first necessary to verify that the ledger state at L
[r] is indeed agreed upon (State Agreement). Finally, to verify that a state (transition) is indeed valid (State Validity), one must first verify that all associated
transactions were indeed included in the ledger (State Evolution). Verification of
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Data Availability serves as complimentary security measure, and can be added
to any of the classes to protect against data withholding attacks. We illustrate
this relationship in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Venn diagram of cross-chain state verification classes. The red, dotted
line highlights the minimum requirement for correctly operating light clients,
i.e., verifying SPV / NIPoPoWs in the case of PoW blockchains.

D

Notation

Below is a table of notation used globally throughout the paper.
Notation Meaning
X
System X
Y
System Y
Lx
Ledger X
Ly
Ledger Y
tx∈
Transaction in L
L
tx
Transaction
P and Q Processes (parties)
aP
Asset owned by P
aQ
Asset owned by Q
L[r]
State of ledger L at round r
LP [r]
State of ledger L at round r in the view of P
LQ [r]
State of ledger L at round r in the view of Q
desc(tx) Description of tx (e.g., the transaction value and recipient)
r
Ledger round
u
Ledger liveness delay parameter
k
Ledger persistnce delay / “depth” parameter
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